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VLSSIR Process Origin

• Objective:  identify means to enhance or improve the NRC 
internal processes to mitigate situations where there is an 
inappropriate expenditure of resources and attention on very 
low safety significant issues (e.g. – avoid very long TIAs)
• HQ and Regional Working Group Formed in November 2018. 
• Effort began as a task under ROP Enhancement

• Stemmed from NRC internal and industry feedback
• NRC should establish a process for resolving very low-risk 

licensing basis concerns
• IMC 0612 Appendix B was effective 01/01/2020

• Revised in Oct 2021 to align VLSSIR requirements with the 
new TAR process and to clarify that items that go to a DRE 
and screen to green can be closed by VLSSIR process

• Effectiveness Review Completed in March 2021 
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Very Low Safety

Conducting Robust Risk-Informed, Safety Focused   
Reviews and Inspections

High safety
Clearly within the licensing basis

Address issue with appropriate tools such as:
• Enforcement
• Order
• Inspect licensee corrective actions

Clearly within the licensing basis but very low safety 
significance

Address finding/violation with appropriate tools  
(i.e., either comes into compliance or change 
the licensing basis):
• Inspect licensee corrective actions (e.g., 50.59, PI&R)
• Change the licensing basis (LAR, relief, exemptions, etc.)
• Assess adequacy of the requirement (i.e., rulemaking)

Not or unclear whether within the licensing basis

Evaluate issue to determine regulatory actions  with 
tools such as:

• 50.54(f) or generic communications
• Backfitting

• Generic issue process
• LIC-504 and TAR

Unclear whether within the licensing basis 
and clearly very low safety significance

Consider exit:
• Document decision
• Make public record
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2020 VLSSIR Issues



2021/22 VLSSIR Issues

Peach Bottom (2022):                              Emergency Heat Sink (including ESW-0498,             
ESW Return to Pond) Safety Classification 
and Inservice Test (IST) Requirements



NMSS VLSSIR and RIPE-M



VLSSIR Today
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Proposed Change
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Key Elements of Existing VLSSIR
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Key Aspects of Existing VLSSIR

• Known Violation (ROP or TE) = Not eligible for VLSSIR
• NOT a regulatory decision that a violation does or does 

not exist
• Does not specifically preclude its use for issues that 

may involve traditional enforcement.
• However, the existing process has no consideration 

for the regulatory impact (i.e., only considers risk 
insights from SDP and not insights from Enforcement 
Policy Examples). 

• Lack of clarity in some traditional enforcement cases
• NMSS VLSSIR uses Enforcement Policy examples
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Preliminary Markup Language
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What is NOT changing

• Clear violations (TE or ROP) not eligible for 
VLSSIR

• Must be Very Low Safety Significance
• Actual Consequences would not meet the very 

low significance (≤ Green) criteria.
• Willful issues would not be considered since 

there is a confirmation that an underly violation 
exists prior to launching into an investigation.

• Significant additional effort needed to 
confirm existence of a violation
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Discussion

Some issues involving traditional enforcement are ineligible for 
the VLSSIR consideration such as issues involving willfulness 
since an underlying non-compliance determination is made 
prior to starting an investigation and those issues involving 
actual consequences since they would be greater than very 
low safety significance. 

The type of traditional enforcement issues that could be 
considered under the VLSSIR process are those that involve 
impeding the regulatory process.  Possibly potential violations 
involving 50.59, 50.54p(2) (Security Plan Changes), and 
50.54q(4) (EP Plan Changes).
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VLSSIR Process

Questions?
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